
SEVEN SEAS BL:
A NEW LABEL FOR BOYS’ LOVE TITLES!

The Titan’s Bride
Story & Art by ITKZ
Vol. 1: 9781638588108
$14.99 US / $18.99 CAN
Available Oct 18, 2022
Rated Mature

In this BL fantasy isekai that inspired 
an anime, there’s nothing small about 
the love between a human and a titan 
prince! 
 
Mizuki Kouichi is about to graduate 
from high school when he suddenly 
finds himself transported to a fantasy 
world–specifically, to a kingdom of 
titans! And now one of the giants, 
Prince Caius, wants to make Kouichi 
his bride?! What starts as big trouble 
for Kouichi turns into a grand romantic 
adventure when he finds out that 
Caius truly has a lot of love to give.

Entangled with You: 
The Garden of 100 Grasses
Story & Art by Aki Aoi
9781638586524
$14.99 US / $18.99 CAN
Available Dec 20, 2022
Rated Older Teen (17+)

A beautiful BL fairy tale set in the 
deep, dark woods.

Once upon a time, Marcel’s sister fell 
in the forest while gathering herbs. Her 
injuries were grave and Marcel was at 
a loss for what to do, until a fearsome 
horned man appeared, offering help–
in exchange for a promise. Now, ten 
years later, Marcel returns to the 
woods, steeling himself for death. 
Instead, he finds something quite 
different: a gentle soul, friendship… 
and perhaps something more.

I’m Kinda Chubby 
and I’m Your Hero
Story & Art by Nore
Vol. 1: 9781638589556
$14.99 US / $18.99 CAN
Available Jan 3, 2023
Rated Teen (13+)

Lights, camera, Boys’ Love!

Honjiro is a rookie actor trying his 
best to land a breakout role, but he 
fears that his weight stands in the 
way of his dreams. One day, he’s 
surprised by fan mail full of sweets 
from Konnosuke, a local pastry 
chef–Honjiro’s first major fan! As 
Konnosuke supports Honjiro’s work 
and gives him new confidence to face 
the stage, will their relationship grow 
beyond just aspiring star and fanboy?

Seven Seas Entertainment is an award-winning publisher that specializes in bringing the best of Japanese 
manga and light novels to English language audiences, alongside the hottest hand-picked danmei, webtoons, 
and other books from around the globe, and producing original comics and youth literature. Formed in 2004 
by Jason DeAngelis, Seven Seas is now the #1 independently owned manga and light novel publisher in the 
English-language market, with books distributed throughout the world by Penguin Random House.
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